Sonos Pulse Ceiling Beacons
A general purpose range of visual alarm devices, suitable for
fire, security and industrial applications; the Sonos Pulse
Beacon is designed to comply with EN54-23.
With the TimeSaver base, connections are made to the base
during the initial wiring phase which results in faster and more
reliable installation. The sounder head 'twists and clicks' into the
base on commissioning, avoiding the wiring and connection
problems associated with traditional sounders.
The electronic design maximises system efficiency by
minimising power consumption, also eliminating power surges
during start up.

Features
Approved to EN54-23

The Sonos Pulse VADs protect everyone including people prone
to photosensitive epilepsy.

Simple 'First Fix' installation (no second fix wiring)

The Sonos Pulse ceiling mounted devices deliver an EN54-23
approved coverage pattern of C-3-15. Each Sonos Pulse wall
mounted device can be mounted up to 3M high and provide a
15M cylinder diameter coverage, which can cover a 10.6M by
10.6M square room with a single device.

No surge current

Synchronised flash

Choice of White or Red
Waterproof to IP65 (Deep base units)

Specification
IP Rating

IP65 (Deep base)

Frequency

0.5/1Hz

Operating Temp

-25°C to +70°C

Construction

Flame Retardent Polycarbonate

Voltage

17-60V DC

Current (0.5Hz)

20mA

Current (1Hz)

40mA

Cable Entries

Deep Base: 2 * 20mm cable glands

Weight

240g (Shallow base) 290g (Deep base)

Compliance

EN54-23: C-3-15 (Ceiling)

Order Codes and Options
08-ESB-5005:

Sonos Pulse ceiling beacon with White deep base and White flash

08-ESB-5006:

Sonos Pulse ceiling beacon with White shallow base and White flash

08-ESB-5007:

Sonos Pulse ceiling beacon with Red deep base and White flash

08-ESB-5008:

Sonos Pulse ceiling beacon with Red shallow base and White flash
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